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Abstract
Text input serves as a fundamental interactive part of almost any human-computer system, enabling
expression, communication, and information capture. Since the cuneiform was invented as a writing
system back in 3500 BCE, text as the medium of information has been created, recorded and
communicated throughout the human civilization. The way we enter text significantly affects
the efficiency we communicate with the device. Traditional desktop settings employ hardware
keyboards for text input, which worked well for skilled typists. However, the devices in the current
era are becoming mobile and ubiquitous, and have various form factors: from watch-sized wearable
devices to handheld smartphones and wall-size large displays, most of which do not offer a physical
keyboard. As a result, we need new text input interactions to communicate with those new devices.
On the other hand, devices are becoming “intelligent”, with powerful hardware processors to run
advanced algorithms. Text input can take advantage of these capabilities but only if new algorithms
and interaction techniques are developed.
To address the need, my thesis aims to develop intelligent text input systems utilizing the stateof-the-art machine learning techniques, in order to support a comprehensive spectrum of text
interactions, including entry, editing, and entry of special symbols such as emojis. To encourage
fast typing and unleash the power of the auto-correction, I design PhraseFlow which decodes the
keystrokes on phrase-level and uses future input sequences to correct previous text. To improve the
text editing process on touch-screen devices, I design Gedit, a set of on-keyboard gestures for mobile
text editing. I also invent a novel concept, Type, Then Correct, together with three accompanying
interaction techniques to improve the text correction on touch screens.
People are not only communicating in text: they use non-textual symbols such as emojis to enrich the expression. Another part of my work includes understanding how people use lexical and
semantic emoji suggestion systems, and designing a voice-based interaction Voicemoji to facilitate
blind and low vision users in entering and exploring emojis.
As advanced algorithms enabled more intelligent text input interactions, we need new metrics
and evaluation methods to quantify their performance. I present a method-independent model,
transcription sequences, for intelligent text input evaluations. Furthermore, to combine the speed
and accuracy into a unified performance metric, I derive the text entry throughput based on the
information theory, which is proved the most stable metric across various speed-accuracy conditions.
Based on my prior work, I propose three text input interactions for daily typing in the ubiquitous
computing environment: 1) TypeAnywhere: a QWERTY-based text input interaction that detects
finger taps with a wearable device and decodes the taps into text. 2) TypeAnywhere One: a singlehand extension for TypeAnywhere, and a friendly version for situational impairments when one
hand is occupied. 3) AnchorKeyboard: a non-visual QWERTY keyboard for large touch screens.
The user puts all fingers on the screen and only lift one finger when touching a key, making the
typing finger identifiable with other anchor fingers. My thesis statement is:
Artificial intelligence can enable and improve advanced text input interactions, including
the entering and editing of text, and entering of emojis; intelligent text interactions, in
turn, warrant new text entry metrics for their evaluation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Text, as the medium of information, is an essential part of the human history: we think, talk
and write through text. Text input, the interaction of entering text to devices, thus serves as a
fundamental part of most human-computer systems. Since the commercial successful “Sholes–Glidden Type Writer” was produced in 1874 [67], tons of research on text input has been conducted,
including improving the keyboard layout [7, 15, 86], proposing alternative hardware for other languages [63], and modeling the human performance in text entry tasks [11, 18, 84]. For traditional
desktop settings, the physical QWERTY keyboard works well, with expert typists reaching 100 or
more words pre minute (WPM) using multiple fingers [106]. However, as a result of the technology
advancement, the devices today evolve rapidly into various form-factors, and the physical keyboard is no longer an optimal text entry solution for most of them. For example, wearable devices
such as watches and earphones has small physical input spaces; smartphones and tablets employ
touch screens rather than physical buttons as the primary interaction modality. Although those
devices still largely employ the traditional keyboard paradigm in their text entry systems, such as
using cursor for position control and manipulating text at character level, there are definitely new
opportunities to design text input interactions better suited to the new paradigms.
The HCI community has focused on improving the text input interaction beyond the desktopsettings for a long time. For example, designing gestures and sensors to support text input on
small-size devices [21, 42, 113, 114], optimizing and personalizing keyboard layout for touch screen
interfaces [16, 86, 119], and leveraging multi-modal feedback for accessible text entry interactions
[8, 89]. However, most of them exhibit three limitations: 1) they emphasize too much on inventing
“novel interactions”, instead of making the interaction practical. Novel and fancy interactions do
not equal to good interactions, and interactions that are theoretically optimal do not necessarily
perform well in real settings. For example, complex typing gestures can be tiring and hard to
perform, and alternative keyboard layouts usually have a steep learning curve; 2) they only consider
the text entering part, ignoring other parts such as text editing, and non-textual symbol entering,
which are almost as important as entering text. 3) they focus on only the literal-level input, such
as deterministic character-level input, or word-level input backed by word frequencies. In this way,
they are not able to understand the meaning of users’ intention, which operates on the semantic
level. The end goal of text entry interactions is to improve the communication between the human
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Figure 1.1: An overview of my research. Over the past three years, I have done foundational work on
deriving text input models and metrics, inventing applications for intelligent text entry and editing, as well
as designing intelligent entry methods for non-textual symbols

and the machine, rather than to solely improve the words-per-minute entry speed.
To address the limitations, one promising approach is to combine the power of artificial intelligence
(AI). The advancement of machine learning (ML) algorithms, especially deep learning algorithms,
has enabled the machine to achieve and even beat human performances on many understanding
tasks that were impossible before, such as visual object classification [48] and voice recognition [3].
The natural language processing (NLP) community has also benefited from such advancement,
making language models able to incorporate larger context and achieve high performance on tasks
including summary, question-answering and conversation [17,79,120]. Those algorithms can potentially empower the text input methods to understand the user intentions, and to provide interactions
that are simple and practical without introducing many barriers of learning. On the other hand,
most ML algorithms are designed without human-in-the-loop, while text entry is a highly interactive procedure with the corporation of human and machine. There is for sure a gap between ML
algorithms and text input interactions.
The goal of my dissertation work is to fill in the gap — designing and evaluating novel text entry
interactions powered by artificial intelligence. Because of the limitation of traditional metrics, I
first invented a method-independent model, T-seq [127], and a performance-level metric throughput
[130], to evaluate intelligent text input methods. I then designed and evaluated a novel keyboard,
PhraseFlow [129], that decodes the input sequences on the phrase-level. To improve the text
editing experience on touch screens, I implemented Gedit [128], a set of on-keyboard gestures for
convenient text editing, and Type, Then Text (TTC) [126], the concept of typing corrections first
and applying it to the errors without the need of cursor placement. TTC is further extended by
the correction interaction JustCorrect [25]. My work also focuses on non-textual symbol entry, i.e.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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emojis, to support text input as a holistic information input system: I conducted empirical studies
to understand the effect of lexical and semantic emoji suggestions on online conversations [124],
and invented a speech-based emoji input system VoicEmoji for blind and low vision users [125].
Building upon my previous work, I would like to propose three potential projects that further
deepen the combination of artificial intelligence and text input systems, deriving practical input
systems for the ubiquitous computing environment:
• TypeAnywhere, an input interaction enabling the user to perform QWERTY-like keyboard
typing on any surface with two wearable devices. TypeAnywhere utilizes the finger taps
detected by the devices and decodes the tap sequences into text with neural network language
models. There is no predefined finger-to-key mappings in TypeAnywhere, and the user can
leverage their touch-typing skills on the physical keyboard, which lowers the bar of adoption.
TypeAnywhere will also employ the phrase-level decoding and the TTC-style correction to
improve the system usability.
• TypeAnywhere One, a single-hand version of TypeAnywhere. TypeAnywhere requires the user
to use both hands to type, which is not feasible for motor-impaired users or when one hand
is occupied. TypeAnywhere One has a different design of the finger-to-key mapping with
TypeAnywhere, as it only requires one hand to type the characters on the whole keyboard. It
utilizes a “mirrored” version of the layout when typing the characters on the other half of the
keyboard. For example, if one types ‘A’ with left pinky, then one could type it with the right
pinky as well. I will explore efficient candidate selection and disambiguation interactions for
this project.
• AnchorKeyboard, a non-visual QWERTY keyboard for large touch screens. The keyboard does
not have a fixed layout on the screen, rather it regards all on-screen touches as “anchors”,
and decodes the tapped finger point according to the anchor positions. Hence the user need
to place all the fingers on screen and only tap one finger when typing. AnchorKeyboard could
help blind and low vision users to type on large touch screens, as well as sighted users for
eyes-free text entry.
The overall research diagram, including my proposed work, is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The statement of my dissertation is:
Artificial intelligence can enable and improve advanced text input interactions, including
the entering and editing of text, and entering of emojis; intelligent text interactions, in
turn, warrant new text entry metrics for their evaluation.
The following Chapter 2 describes the background and related work. Remaining chapters present
my research that is illustrated in Figure 1.1: in Chapter 3, I present my work on models and
metrics for intelligent text entry systems. In Chapter 4, I introduce my work on improving text
entry and editing process with decoders and interactions powered by machine learning. In Chapter
5, I extend my work on intelligent emoji entry. In Chapter 6, the proposed work for ubiquitous
intelligent text entry interactions is presented. Chapter 7 concludes the proposal with anticipated
contributions and a schedule.
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Chapter 2

Related Work
This chapter discusses prior work on (i) text input models and metrics, (ii) text input methods
beyond the desktop environment, (iii) the machine learning advancement in Natural Language
Processing (NLP) and (iv) design principles for human-AI interaction.

2.1

Text Input Models and Metrics

The backbone of text input research is the evaluation models and metrics: when a new input
method is invented, we need to quantify its performance, mostly in speed and accuracy. For
speed, the metric Words-per-Minute (WPM) is used, and for accuracy, different error rates are
calculated, which will be specified later. A robust and reliable metric is even more important when
evaluating intelligent text input systems, as features such as auto-correction and predictions are
changing the way we type, yet their performance is difficult to measure given the complexity of
the algorithms. While calculating the speed is straightforward, measuring text entry error rates
presents a particular challenge. First, it is difficult to identify the error text composed by a user
without a reference text. Hence modern text input research mainly utilizes the transcription tasks
during the evaluation. Second, there are different kinds of errors, i.e. errors that are fixed during
the typing process, and errors that remained in the final text. Early experiments in the 1990s
did not use the error metrics in their evaluations: some studies simply ignored errors [62], while
other prohibited erroneous characters from appearing [94], or disabled all error correction [68].
Those evaluations were both unnatural and constrained, and could lead to further errors in the
transcription [69].
In 2001, seminal work by Soukoreff and MacKenzie [87] began to loosen these constraints by
using the Levenshtein minimum string distance algorithm [61] to calculate errors based on the
edit distance between two strings1 . BACKSPACE was now allowable as the sole means of error
correction, and participants could enter text freely without having to resynchronize after an inserted
or omitted character. Later on, Soukoreff and MacKenzie’s influential 2003 paper [88] showed how to
1 The edit distance is the minimum number of character insertions, deletions, or substitutions required to turn one
string into another.
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calculate error rates with the Input Stream (IS) model, where characters entries and BACKSPACES
(<) were recorded sequentially as a stream during typing, such as:
thr<<e quck<<ick brwn<<on<wn
The resulting transcribed string from the IS above is “the quick brown” with six BACKSPACEs
encoded as error corrections during entry. The IS not only contains all information necessary
to extract the final transcribed string, but also contains all dynamic information about the text
entry process that created it. From this information, Soukoreff and MacKenzie [88] defined three
separate error rates: 1) uncorrected errors, for those remaining in the final transcribed string;
2) corrected errors, for any characters backspaced during entry; and 3) total errors, for their
sum. Character- and word-level analyses and metrics based on the IS model were also proposed
in the later work [108, 118]. However, because the IS model is strictly serial and only able to
append edits to its right-hand side, numerous editing restrictions are imposed in this paradigm:
(1) BACKSPACE is the only error correction mechanism allowed; (2) the text cursor must always
remain at the end of the string entered thus far. No mouse or arrow keys can be used to move
the text cursor; (3) selecting-and-replacing text is not allowed; and (4) autocorrection and other
intelligent functions are not feasible. Character-level analyses were extended to the input stream
by Wobbrock and Myers [108]. Other error-related metrics such as Cost per Correction [5, 41] and
word error rate [58] have been introduced. However, as before, these metrics rely on the sequential
input stream paradigm, and therefore are similarly constrained. Method-independent evaluations
based on the IS model cannot accommodate many modern text entry behaviors. In section 3.1,
I present the Transcription Sequence model [127], which remedies these limitations, and offers a
method-independent evaluation paradigm and platform-independent evaluation testbed.
Besides the difficulty of error calculation, there is another challenge for text entry evaluation: as
we use two metrics speed and accuracy to measure a text input method, we could not draw a firm
conclusion on the overall performance. Furthermore, as with all human performance, speed and
accuracy trade off against each other, complicating the assessment in the presence of such tradeoffs.
Previous work attempted to derive simple unified metric for text entry performance. For example,
Wobbrock [67] proposed Adjusted Words per Minute (AdjWPM) as
Ad jW PM = W PM × (1 − E)

(2.1)

where E refers to the uncorrected error rate [88]. However, the definition of AdjWPM lacks any
theoretical basis. Related research on the speed-accuracy tradeoff has a long history, specifically
arising with Fitts’ law [35] in 1954 for aimed pointing movements. Fitts’ law is an empirical model
that combines the spread-of-hits and pointing time. Inspired by Shannon information theory [80],
the law predicts the movement time of an aimed pointing task: it regards the human motor system
as a communications channel, which transmits information during pointing. Based on Fitts’ law,
Crossman [24] provided a correction to normalize the speed-accuracy tradeoff with his corrected
throughput measure, which was later popularized by Welford [105] (pp. 147-149). Inspired by the
previous work, in section 3.2, I derived a text entry throughput metric [130] based on the information
theory [80] as a performance metric unifying the speed and accuracy, which was validated to be
the most stable metric under different speed-accuracy conditions.
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Text Input Methods Beyond the Desktop Environment

There are plenty of projects aiming to provide alternative text input solutions beyond the traditional
desktop settings. For example, text entry research with wearable devices has gained a lot of
attention because of the always available environment. One category is to type on an external
device: Twiddler [64] is a one-hand chording keyboard, where the user grabs the device and press
multiple keys on a grid to enter a character. Smart watch text entry interactions also falls into this
category [45, 50, 60, 74, 116, 117], where the user performs text entry through the interface of the
watch device. For example, COMPASS [117] utilizes the rotor of the watch for character selection,
and reached 12.5 WPM with a dynamically positioned cursor. WatchWriter [45] implemented
both tap and swipe-based text entry on the watch interface. The other category is typing with
bare hands with external sensors. For example, TipText [114] and BiTipText [113] project the
QWERTY layout on the index finger and enable subtle text entry with thumb-to-index taps sensed
by capacitive overlays. Finger-T9 [111] mapped the layout of a 9-key numpad to the finger segments
for the thumb to tap. WrisText [42] detects the wrist motions by proximity sensors and enables
joystick-like whirling input for text entry.
Alternative text input interactions with intelligent decoding algorithms was also proposed over
the past decades: Kristensson and Zhai invented SHARK2 [59], an on-screen swipe-based text
input interaction that achieved fast speed with single hand. SHARK2 uses template matching
based algorithm to recognize the gestures performed by the user and returns word-level candidates.
Findlater and Wobbrock proposed a personalized on-screen keyboard [33] that could adapt its layout
to the users typing behavior gradually. A follow-up work TOAST [81] employed a Markov model in
the keyboard decoding process and achieved 44.6 WPM on big touch screens. The Finger Fitts Law
[14] proposed a dual-distribution to model finger’s touch point distribution accurately; WalkType
[40] incorporated the accelerometer data to improve the touch accuracy during walking conditions;
Yin et al. [119] proposed a hierarchical spatial backoff model to make the touchscreen keyboards
adaptive to individuals and postures. Weir et al. [103] utilized the touch pressure to ”lock” the
characters during decoding. Zhu et al. [132] showed that participants could type reasonably fast
on an invisible keyboard with adjusted spatial models. Vertanen et al. [99] developed VelociTap,
a phrase-level decoder for mobile text entry. Together with its follow-up projects [96, 97], various
factors such as visual feedback on touched keys, keyboard size, word-delimiter actions (e.g. a right
swipe), and decoding scopes were investigated for phrase-level input. However, they assumed that
the user would input word deliminators perfectly without errors, which was not the case in real
settings.
Beyond on-screen keyboards, alternative text input interactions are proposed in the air [118], in
VR [122], for glasses [121], for accessibility purposes [8, 109], and even on music instruments [30].
However, many text input methods require long training time to adopt, and most of them operate
on character or word level (except for the work from Vertanen et al. [96,97,99]), without taking the
longer context and the higher-level information into the decoding process. To address those limitations, in section 4.1, I designed a phrase-level input keyboard PhraseFlow [129] and evaluated its
adoption and performance in the wild; in Chapter 5, I investigated semantic-level emoji suggestion
mechanism [124], and invented a speech-based emoji input system called Voicemoji for blind and
low vision users [125].
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While much previous work focused on user behaviors during mobile text entry, there have been
a few projects that improved upon the text editing process. Most of the editing interactions are
shipped on current commercial keyboards, such as the touchpad-style cursor moving interaction on
the Apple iOS keyboard, and the swipe-based cursor moving interaction on Gboard [44]. Fuccella et
al. [38,39] designed a gesture set that could be performed on the keyboard area for different editing
operations, such as cursor movement and copy/paste. Their gestural method was shown to be faster
and more favored than the de facto touch+widget method. For text correction interactions, the
smart-restorable backspace [4] technique allows users to perform a swipe gesture on the backspace
key to delete the text back to the position of an error, and restore that text by swiping again on the
backspace key after correcting the error. To determine error positions, the technique used Myers’
algorithm [70] to compare the edit distance of the text and the word in a dictionary. ReType [85]
is a desktop keyboard based correction interaction that locates the the error positions guided by
gaze information and correct them with the keyboard input. In section 4.2, I present Gedit [128],
a set of on-keyboard gestures for mobile text editing, including cursor control, copy, cut, paste
and undo commands. I then present a novel concept for text correction interaction: Type, Then
Correct (TTC) [126] in section 4.3, which allows the user to type the correction first, and apply it
to the error without the need of cursor reposition. I also realized the concept with three interaction
techniques, utilizing the state-of-the-art deep neural language models.

2.3

The Machine Learning Advancement in Natural Language Processing

The decoding algorithms of text input intrinsically belong to the Natural Language Processing
(NLP) research. In general, the decoder of a intelligent keyboard contains two essential models:
the spatial model and the language model [19, 37, 43, 56]. The spatial model relates intended
keys to the probability distributions of the input information (such as touch coordinates) and other
features [9,33,119,132]. The distribution is then combined with a language model, such as an n-gram
back-off model [56], to correctly decode noisy touch events into the intended text [37,43]. Borrowing
the idea from speech recognition, the classic approach to combining the spatial model and language
model estimations is through the Bayes’ rule, as in Goodman et al. [43]. Practical keyboards
may also model spelling errors by adding letter insertion and deletion probability estimates in its
decoding algorithms [75].
Recent advance in Natural Language Processing (NLP) has demonstrated the power of neural
networks. A noticeable innovation of deep learning in NLP is the invention of the attention mechanism [10], which tries to mimic the human brain actions as our brains tends to focus on certain
salient pieces given the whole paragraph. Later on the Transformer model was proposed [93], and
became the standard NLP neural model because it achieved superior task performance with pure
attention-based architectures instead of using RNNs. The Transformer model has enabled giant
neural models such as GPT-2 [77], GPT-3 [17], BERT [27] and XLNet [115]. Deep language models
trained by neural networks has achieved significantly low perplexity [17, 27, 93], and the state-ofthe-art performances on many language understanding tasks, including text summarization [79],
document classification [76], question-answering [120] and conversation generation [17]. Unlike the
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traditional n-gram models, neural networks can take longer context into the modeling process,
which allows the model to understand and generate text on the semantic level.
NLP algorithms have also been applied to text input related areas. For example, Xie et al. [112]
presented an encoder-decoder RNN model for text correction. Their model was built upon a
sequence-to-sequence model for translation [10]. Neural models were also applied for gesture typing
decoding [1]. In fact, commercial products related to text input such as Gmail has already released
features like smart reply [55] and smart compose [20] that are backed by neural language models to
generate meaningful email responses. An important advance of deep learning neural model over the
traditional n-gram based model is the ability to incorporate longer context: instead of operating
on character, or word level, the neural models could take the whole phrase or paragraph into
consideration. As a result, neural language models not only yield more accurate results, but enable
the semantic-level understanding of the text, which was impossible for traditional methods. Many
of my previous work, including the TTC correction interaction, semantic level emoji suggestion,
and Voicemoji, infused the neural networks into the system design. I plan to extensively utilize the
neural network models in my proposed projects.

2.4

Design Principles for Human-AI Interaction

According to Beaudouin-Lafon [13], there are three paradigms for an interaction system: computeras-tool, which extends human ability by providing enable facilities; computer-as-partner, which “embodies anthropomorphic means of communication” during the interaction; computer-as-medium,
which behaves as a medium for human communication. Powered by the advanced machine learning
algorithms and big data, text input technology is gradually moving from the the first paradigm,
computer-as-tool, towards the second, computer-as-partner: instead of generating symbols on character by character, it is now helping expressing thoughts on word, phrase, and semantic level. The
problem also emerges: how to balance the “user control” and “machine intelligence”? AI usually
behaves like a black box, introducing uncertainty into the interaction; text entry tasks, on the other
hand, require precision and predictability.
There are two main factors that affects the interaction quality: automation and controllability.
Automation measures how many tasks the machine is in charge of, and to what degree they are
controlled without the human participation. Controllability [78] reflects to what extent the users
can control the interaction process, and to what extent they can predict and refine the result.
Shneiderman [83] proposed a two-dimensional framework on the relationship of the two factors,
pointing out that a system with both high levels of controllability and automation is considered
as reliable, safe and trustworthy. There are multiple principles and guidelines on how to design
the interaction with general AI systems [2, 51, 72]. For example, Horvitz [51] summarized several
critical factors for mix-initiated user interfaces, such as employing dialog to resolve key uncertainties
and continuing to learn by observing; Amershi et al. [2] consulted with design practitioners and
proposed 18 guidelines for human-AI interaction, covering four stages of the interaction: initiation,
during interaction, when wrong and over time. Those guidelines also apply to text entry systems: for
example, the guideline learn from user behavior applies to the personalized user dictionary design in
mobile keyboards; the guideline employing dialog to resolve key uncertainties can be demonstrated
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on a auto-correction system by providing alternative candidates in the correction results. In order
to deliver the high-quality intelligent text entry experience, I applied those guidelines during the
process conducting my own research.
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Chapter 3

Models and Metrics for Intelligent
Text Input Methods
I present my work on the models and metrics to understand, quantify and evaluate the intelligent
text entry process, which serve as the foundation of my other research work. Specifically, I introduce
the transcription sequences (T-seq) model with new metrics based on the model for unconstrained
text entry evaluation, and the text entry throughput which measures the information transmission
rate of the text entry process, and combines the speed and accuracy into a single performance
metric.

3.1

The Transcription Sequence Model:
Enable Less Constrained Text Entry Evaluations

When seeking to quantify the performance of a new text entry method, creators can benefit from
pre-existing testbeds, rather than having to build their own evaluation tools. Such pre-existing
testbeds must be “method independent,” working without any feature-specific knowledge of the text
entry methods they evaluate. Therefore, such tools receive text and compute metrics (e.g., words
per minute [65], various error rates [88], and more) without knowing the mechanisms by which that
text is produced. The prevalent evaluation paradigm addressing this need is that of Soukoreff and
MacKenzie [87, 88], which, in each text entry trial, presents a string that a participant transcribes.
The accompanying model encoding a participant’s text entry process is called the input stream (IS),
which is a strictly sequential record of each character entry or BACKSPACE. Unfortunately, the IS
model cannot accommodate many modern text entry behaviors, including using the mouse or arrow
keys to position the cursor, text highlighting and replacement, auto-correction, word prediction,
undo, and copy/paste, to name a few. Traditionally, the only means of error correction in the IS
paradigm is BACKSPACE, and only then from the end of the currently entered text.
To enable less constrained text entry evaluation process, I invented a new model, the transcription
sequence (T-seq) model, that supersedes the IS model for general-purpose method-independent
character-level text entry evaluation. The T-seq model makes abstraction of the text entry process
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into three parts: 1) the user’s actions on the text entry method, 2) the black box text entry method
itself, and 3) the resulting text output that enters the method-independent evaluation testbed. In
short, (1) acts on (2) to produce (3). The actions can be further abstracted into three categories:
insertion, deletion and substitution. A T-sequence is thus a sequence of snapshots of the entire
transcribed string after each text-changing action is taken by the user. I designed an algorithm,
called INFER-ACTION, to infer the action taken at each step by comparing every pair of successive
snapshots. After the whole action sequences are recovered by the algorithm, character-level metrics,
such as uncorrected error rate (UER), corrected error rate (CER) and total error rate (TER) can
be computed. Based on the T-seq model, new metrics are proposed, such as character per action
and correction efficiency, which offer new insights about the evaluation. Finally, I implemented and
open-sourced a web-based successor to the TextTest desktop application [108] called TextTest++
(Figure 3.1), which encapsulates the T-seq model and enables text entry innovators to study their
inventions on any platform or device capable of running a web browser.

Figure 3.1: TextTest++ is a new web-based text entry evaluation testbed that produces the traditional
metrics from the IS paradigm and the new metrics from the T-sequence paradigm

To evaluate the model, I conducted a laboratory experiment on three keyboards: a laptop keyboard,
an on-screen desktop keyboard and a smartphone touch keyboard. The results showed that the
model was capable of handling all modern text entry behaviors such as cursor-moving and autocorrection. To validate the correctness of the INFER-ACTION algorithm, I further ran extra
experiments on the Dasher [102] gesture typing [59] and T9 [73] keyboards. The data from the two
experiments showed that results generated from INFER-ACTION matched 100% with the ground
truth, indicating that T-seq model was generalizable across different text entry methods.

3.2

Text Entry Throughput:
Towards Unifying Speed and Accuracy in a Single Performance Metric

Human-computer input performance inherently involves speed-accuracy tradeoffs — the faster users
act, the more inaccurate those actions are. Therefore, comparing speeds and accuracies separately
can result in ambiguous outcomes: Does a fast but inaccurate technique perform better or worse
overall than a slow but accurate one? For pointing, speed and accuracy has been unified for
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over 60 years as throughput (bits/s) [24, 105], but to date, no similar metric has been established
for text entry. In modern text evaluation tasks, participants are instructed to “proceed quickly
and accurately” [88, 118]. However, every human actor has their own internal subjective speedaccuracy bias, which may change with purpose and context. Thus, separate measures of speed
and accuracy will vary under different speed-accuracy conditions. The goal of this project is to
devise, theoretically and empirically, a robust performance measure for text entry that conveys
the information found in speed and accuracy measures, while also remaining stable across various
speed-accuracy biases.

Figure 3.2: Shannon’s information transmission model, with labels in bold mapping the model to the text
entry transcription process

I propose that text entry evaluations are describable in terms of Shannon’s model. A text input
system is, quite literally and conceptually, a communications channel in the information-theoretic
sense (Figure 3.2). Shannon’s information theory [80] should therefore shed light on the evaluation
of text input methods. Intuitively, the amount of information transmitted via a text input method
per unit time, termed throughput, reflects the input efficiency of the method. In a text entry transcription task, the presented string (P) can be regarded as the information source; the transcribed
string (T) can be regarded as the information destination; and the system of human-plus-inputmethod can be regarded as a discrete channel perturbed by noise, which are errors. Characters are
signals transmitted through the input process (e.g., typing), modified by noise and displayed on
the screen. From such an information transmission model, I derived a formula to calculate the text
entry throughput based on text entry speed and the uncorrected error rate. Specifically, the amount
of information transmitted from the source X to the destination Y during a text entry process was
defined as “mutual information” I(X,Y ), which is calculated as follows:
I(X,Y ) = H(X) − HY (X)

(3.1)

H(X) represents the information, or “entropy” of the source, and HY (X) represents the conditional
entropy, which is called “equivocation” according to Shannon. It refers to the information lost
during transmission. By converting the error rate into transmission probabilities, the mutual information of a text entry procedure can be calculated. As a result, the text entry throughput can be
calculated without requiring any extra information besides the speed (WPM) and accuracy (UER)
logs. To facilitate the usage of the metric, I open-sourced the script of calculating throughput from
TextTest++ logs.
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I conducted an in-lab experiment to explore the practical value of the metric. To manipulate different speed-accuracy conditions, I designed a game-like text entry experience, where participants
will gain scores when they met certain criteria, or loose scores when they failed to do so. Conditions biased towards accuracy had more strict rules on how accurate the transcription should
be, while conditions biased towards speed encourage the participants to type fast without caring
too much about accuracy. The experiment showed that for the same person with the same text
entry method, throughput measure exhibited less variation compared to other text entry metrics
(including WPM, UER and AdjWPM) across different speed-accuracy conditions, suggesting that
the measure characterizes the communications channel itself, apart from a human actor’s particular
speed-accuracy bias. The results were validated via various statistical tests including the coefficient
of variation, non-parametric Friedman tests and confidence intervals estimated from bootstrapping.
In this chapter, I presented the transcription sequence model and the text entry throughput for
intelligent text entry evaluations, which enabled me to quantify the performance of different text
entry methods. I now present my work on intelligent text entry methods in the following chapters.
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Chapter 4

Intelligent Text Input Methods
Using machine learning algorithms, I design and implement text input interactions and systems
that operate beyond the character level manipulation. In this chapter, I present my work on a
phrase-level input system PhraseFlow, along with the work on mobile text editing interactions
Gedit and Type, Then Correct.

4.1

PhraseFlow:
Designs and Empirical Studies of Phrase-Level Input

Autocorrection has become an essential part of touchscreen smartphone keyboards. Due to the
small screen size relative to the finger width, fast typing on a smartphone without autocorrection
can produce up to 38% word errors [9,37]. To remedy the problem, given a sequence of touch points,
a keyboard decoder can use spatial and language models to find the best candidate and performs
correction on the typed text. Simulation studies show such auto-corrections can dramatically reduce
the error rate in touch keyboards [37]. However, word-level decoding has two major drawbacks.
First, at times it can be difficult for the decoder to determine if a word makes sense without
incorporating the future input context. For example, if a user types he loces, the keyboard may
correct loces to loves; however, if the user continues typing in Paris, the expected correction should
be lives. Not incorporating the future context can either lead to wrong corrections or fail to correct
the text. Second, space-related errors often cannot be handled well without future context. Wordlevel decoding uses the space key tap as an immediate and deterministic commit signal, thus does
not afford the benefit of correcting for superfluous touch on it or alternative possible user intentions
such as aiming for the C V B N keys above the space key. As a consequence, space-related errors
such as th e, iter ational can not be properly handled. Furthermore, a word-level decoder often fails
to correct contiguous text without spaces such as theboyiscominghomenow, as it mainly consider
word candidates.
To address the problem, I designed PhraseFlow, a keyboard prototype that focused on designing and
studying the interfaces to support the phrase-level decoding. Phrase-level decoding may continue to
decode the touch points even if the space key is pressed, and outputs phrase candidates. PhraseFlow
aims to address three essential types of questions in the phrase-level input interaction:
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1. How to change and design the interface and interactions that match phrase-level decoding?
2. How does phrase-level input affect the user’s typing behavior and cognitive load?
3. What are the user reactions and experiences when using PhraseFlow as their daily keyboard?
To implement PhraseFlow, I modified the Finite State Transducer (FST) based decoder [75] of
Gboard to support phrase level decoding. Specifically, I disabled the reset action of the decoder
when the space was entered, and enlarged the decoding span to incorporate larger input context.
To explore the design space of PhraseFlow, I iterated on multiple options of: 1) visual correction
effects; 2) decoding commit gesture and behavior; and 3) suggestion displays. The first version
of PhraseFlow was with similar designs to the previous phrase-level input work [96, 97, 99], where
the keyboard displayed phrases as candidates, and correct the input text on every nth space the
user typed. The study results showed that phrase-level input with such designs introduced extra
cognitive loads to the user, where the users were constantly distracted by the literal errors they
typed, and had to spend time checking the results after the keyboard corrected multiple words at
once. By incorporating empirical study results from the iteration, I improve the keyboard design
by adding an first-in-first-out input buffer to make the keyboard 1) only correct one word at a
time after the space was pressed; 2) be able to incorporate newer text in the decoding context in a
continuous way. The keyboard also displayed real-time correction in place, reducing the feeling of
uncertainty of the user. Figure 4.1 demonstrates the correction interaction of PhraseFlow.

Figure 4.1: The final version of PhraseFlow. (a) When the user typed “id” (but meant “is”) , (b) it was
first corrected to “I’d”after the first space press. However, the correction was not committed (it stays in
the buffer). (c) After the user typed text “it”, the word was finally corrected and committed as “is” on the
second space press

Computational studies show that phrase-level input reduces the error rate of auto-correction by
over 16%, and an in-lab study shows that users could adopt PhraseFlow quickly, resulting in 19%
fewer error without losing speed. To test the user acceptance of the keyboard, I conducted a sixday deployment study with 42 participants. During the study, participants used PhraseFlow as
their primary keyboard, and filled a feedback survey every other day on their preference, perceived
accuracy and perceived speed of using PhraseFlow. The survey results showed that overall 78.6% of
the participants would like to have phrase-level typing in their future keyboards, in comparison to
7.1% of the participants disliked the feature. Overall, the study results suggest phrase level input
is a promising feature for future mobile keyboards.
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Gedit:
Keyboard Gestures for Mobile Text Editing

On touch-based mobile devices, text editing could be a tedious process, which still largely borrows
from desktop mouse interactions. Modeless editing operations [91] such as copy, paste and cut are
often handled in a touch+widget [38] manner. However, the cursor is positioned using tap gestures,
which are error prone because of the fat finger problem [100], especially when text characters are
small [6]. Also, users must press long enough to exceed a time threshold to trigger selection mode,
and later select “copy” in a popup menu to complete the operation. These extra steps significantly
slow text editing on mobile touch screens. Moreover, if an editing operation happens during the
text entry process, one must lift one’s finger from the keyboard area to directly interact with the
text input area, introducing unnecessary round-trips [36, 46, 49] and breaking the flow of typing.
To improve the editing experience on mobile devices, I designed a gesture-only system, Gedit,
consisting of a set of on-keyboard gestures for cursor movement and text manipulation commands.
Gedit contains ring and flick gestures for cursor control, bezel gestures for entering “editing mode,”
and letter-like gestures for copy, paste, cut, and undo. In editing mode, what was cursor movement
becomes text selection. Editing gestures can be performed with one or two hands. For cursor
movement, the user could perform a circular gesture clockwise or counter-clockwise to move the
cursor left or right, or perform flick gestures to move the cursor up or down. For manipulation
options, the user could perform a bezel gesture — swiping from the edge of the screen to enter the
edit mode, and draw characters with another hand to execute commands. For one-handed mode,
the bezel gesture and the character drawing gesture are combined into one command, as shown in
Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Some Gedit editing gestures in one-handed use. All gestures start from the right edge: (a) a
flick left to select a word; (b) a clockwise ring gesture selects characters to the right of the text cursor; (c)
the copy gesture “C”; and (d) the paste gesture “V”

To evaluate the efficiency and the usability of Gedit, I conducted a user study comparing it with
the de facto touch+widget method. To encourage participants to use Gedit’s gestures and editing
features, I designed a set of phrases that contain several appearances of a common string that is
either rare (e.g., “Tchaikovsky”) or long (e.g., “San Francisco”), which encouraged participants to
use copy/cut and paste functions during typing. Results showed that gesture interactions sped
up the text editing process compared to the de facto touch+widget editing approach of tapping
keys and the input area to position the cursor. Participants especially appreciated and enjoyed the
capability that Gedit’s gestures offered for one-handed use.
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Type, Then Correct:
Intelligent Text Correction Techniques for Touch Screens

Besides the slow editing process, another bottleneck for touch screen text input lies in the correction
process. On mobile touch-based devices, text correction often involves repetitive backspacing and
moving the cursor with repeated taps and drags over very small targets. A potentially fascinating
premise is thus What if we can skip positioning the cursor and deleting errors? Given that the
de facto method of correcting errors relies heavily on these actions, such a question is subtly quite
radical. What if we just type the correction text, and apply it to the error?

Figure 4.3: Our three interaction techniques. Drag-n-Drop: (a.1) type a correction and then touch it to
initiate correction; (a.2) drag the correction to the error position. The touched text is highlighted, and the
correction shows above the magnifier; (a.3) drop the correction on the error to finish. Drag-n-Throw: (b.1)
dwell on a word from the suggestion list to initiate correction. The corresponding text will display above
the finger; (b.2) flick the finger towards the area of the error: here, the flick ended on “the”, not the error
text “technical”; (b.3) the algorithm figures out the error successfully, and confirming animation appears.
Magic Key: (c.1) tap the magic key (the circular button) to trigger correction. Here, “error” is shown as the
nearest possible error. (c.2) drag left atop the magic key to show the next possible error in that direction.
Now “magical” is highlighted. (c.3) tap the Magic Key again to commit the correction “magic”.

The concept, called “Type, Then Correct” (TTC), inspired me to develop three novel text correction
techniques. The first technique, Drag-n-Drop, is a simple baseline technique that allows users to
drag the last-typed word as a correction, and drop it on the erroneous text to correct substitution
and omission errors [108]. The second technique, Drag-n-Throw, is the “intelligent” version of
Drag-n-Drop: it allows the user to flick a word from the keyboard’s suggestion list towards the
approximate area of the erroneous text. The deep learning algorithm finds the most likely error
within the general target area based on the thrown correction, and automatically corrects it. Dragn-Throw is faster than Drag-n-Drop, because the user does not need to drop the correction on the
error location. Unlike the above two techniques, the third technique, Magic Key, does not require
direct interaction with the text input area at all. After typing a correction, users simply press a
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dedicated Magic Key on the keyboard, and the algorithm highlights possible error words according
to the typed correction. One can then step through the possible error words by directionally
dragging atop the Magic Key. When the desired error word is reached, users tap the Magic Key
again to apply their correction. All three of our interaction techniques require no movement of
the text cursor and no use of backspace. The illustration of each interaction technique is shown in
Figure 4.3.
The Drag-n-Throw and Magic Key rely on NLP algorithms to detect possible error candidates
given the correction. I applied a recurrent neural network (RNN) encoder-decoder model which
was widely used in translation tasks. The encoder contains a character-level convolutional neural
network (CNN) [57] and two bi-directional gated recurrent unit (GRU) layers [22]. The decoder
contains a word-embedding layer and two GRU layers. To collect large amount of text correction
data, I applied several artificial perturbations to online-review text datasets [131], such as typo
simulation and word deformation. The model achived 75.68% and 81.88% accuracy on the CoNLL
2013 [71] and the Wikipedia revision datasets [123], respectively. To evaluate the interactions in
real settings, I compared the TTC interactions with the de facto cursor-based correction interaction
in a lab study. Two types of tasks were conducted: a correction task where participants needed to
correct the given erroneous phrases, and a free composition task where the participants composed
messages freely without correction and corrected the errors after they finished composing. The
results showed that the two intelligent interactions, Magic Key and Drag-n-Throw, performed
significantly faster than the cursor-based interactions in the correction task, and were preferred
by participants. In the composition task, Drag-n-Throw achieved 87.9% success rate while Magic
Key achived 97.0% success rate.
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JustCorrect:
Intelligent Post Hoc Text Correction Techniques on Smartphones

TTC inspired a follow-up work on mobile text correction interaction: JustCorrect [25], which was
led by Wenzhe Cui from Stony Brook University, and I was a co-author of the project. JustCorrect
employs the same concept as TTC, and simplifies the correction interaction one step further: the
keyboard directly assumes the best error location based on the input correction, without the need
to specify where the error is. In this way, after entering the correction at the end, the user can
simply press a button to correct the error. Alternatively, the user could switch the entry mode (for
example, switch from touch typing to gesture typing) to enter text. The keyboard will automatically
regard the text as the correction and apply it to the error. The correction interaction of JustCorrect
is shown in Figure 4.4. The lab experiment showed that correction performed by JustCorrect were
faster than TTC interactions.

Figure 4.4: (1) The user enters a sentence with an error jimo using tap typing; (2) To correct jimo to jumps,
they can either tap-type jumps and press the editing button (2a), or switch to gesture type jumps(2b). (3)
JustCorrect then substitutes jimo with jumps. Two alternative correction options are also presented. The
editing procedure involves no manual operations except entering the correct text.

The work in this chapter demonstrated that text input methods can benefit from the power of
advanced machine learning algorithms. The FST support for continuous decoding enabled the
phrase-level input interaction, which otherwise could not have been successful; Without gesture
recognition algorithms, the interaction of Gedit could not have been implemented; Using neural
network language models, I was able to train the algorithm on millions of text data from the real
life, and make the keyboard recognize semantic and grammatical errors in the TTC interactions.
In the next chapter, I further combine intelligent methods with non-textual symbol (emoji) input
methods, exploring the applicability in computer-based communication and accessibility scenarios.
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Intelligent Entry Methods for Emojis
In this chapter, I present an empirical study of comparing the effect of the emoji suggestion mechanism on people’s communication experience. I then introduce a speech-based emoji entry system
for blind and visually impaired users.

5.1

Comparing Lexical and Semantic Emoji Suggestions

Most forms of text-based computer-mediated communication (CMC) lack non-verbal expressions
like vocal tones, facial expressions, and gestures that are useful in face-to-face conversations. However, several studies have shown that emojis can facilitate affective communication [23, 53, 107].
Emojis are already widely used in text-based CMC, with nearly every instant messaging platform
supporting their entry. As there is a large and growing set of emojis, manually searching for and
selecting emojis can be a tedious task interrupting the flow of text entry. Commercial products that
automatically suggest emojis have helped the emoji entry process become more seamless [52, 101].
These products usually come in two variations — lexical and semantic suggestions. With lexical
suggestions (e.g., Gboard), relevant emojis appear in a candidate list based on recent keywords
typed by the user. With semantic suggestions (e.g., Dango [52]) proposed emojis are based on
the meaning of the message’s content rather than on specific keywords. Examples of different
suggestions are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Examples of lexical and semantic emoji prediction. With lexical prediction, the suggested emojis
are related to the literal meaning of certain keywords. With semantic prediction, the suggestions focus on
the meaning of the sentence

Sentence

Lexical

Semantic

I enjoyed the fish tonight very much!
I love him but he just ignored me...
I’m tired of “happy birthday”
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Although emojis themselves are known to enrich conversations [23,53], the role that different emoji
suggestion systems play has not been explored. Instead, prior work on suggestion systems has
focused on retrieval precision and recall [12, 29, 31]. But how do different suggestion mechanisms
influence emoji usage? How do they differ in terms of usability? How do they affect the chat
experience?
To investigate these questions, I implemented a keyboard capable of offering both lexical and semantic emoji suggestions. I conducted an in-lab study with pairs of strangers using keyboards with
three emoji suggestion mechanisms: no suggestions, lexical suggestions, and semantic suggestions.
The participants were instructed to have conversations with each keyboard for 10 minutes on any
topic, but they could also use the “recent activity” as a starting point. The results showed that
there was no significant difference in the number of total characters and emojis entered by the
participants in different conditions, indicating that the chatting experience between strangers is
not influenced by the emoji use. The finding was not explored by previous literature focusing on
communication between friends and family members [23, 53]. However, participants using the semantic level emoji suggestion keyboard picked significantly more emojis from the suggestions than
those using the lexical suggestion keyboard.
To evaluate the emoji usage in daily settings, I also conducted a 15-day field deployment. The deployment contained three 5-day periods, where in the first and the last period participants used the
keyboard with no emoji suggestions, and in the second period the participants used the keyboard
with either lexical or semantic emoji suggestions. I found that emoji suggestion systems increased
emoji usage overall, with users picking more emojis via semantic suggestions versus lexical suggestions or no suggestions.
From both studies, I found that although suggestion mechanisms did not have a significant effect
on the participants’ perceived chat experience, they facilitated users’ needs of inputting emojis in
various ways: 1) semantic suggestions were perceived as more relevant to the message content, while
lexical suggestions were perceived as containing more unusual emojis 2) the semantic suggestions
served as a clue to the tone of the message and even changed the user’s input behavior in some
cases.

5.2

Voicemoji:
Speech-based Emoji Entry System

As emojis become an essential element of online communications including text messaging and
social media posts, blind or low vision (BLV) users also encounter more emojis online. According
to a recent study by Tigwell et al. [92], 93.1% of BLV users encounter emojis each month, and 82.7%
of them utilize emojis at least once a month. However, due to emojis’ similarity to images and the
lack of accessibility support for screen readers [92], current emoji entry methods, including emoji
keyboards, emoji shortcuts, and built-in emoji search are cognitively demanding and unreasonably
time-consuming for blind and low vision (BLV) users. Such limitations hinder BLV users from using
emojis easily, causing social exclusion for BLV users, and reducing their communication efficacy [95].
Through my interviews with BLV users, I find that there are four major challenges of current emoji
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entry methods: 1) the entry process is time-consuming; 2) the results provided by the methods are
not consistent with users’ expectations; 3) there is a lack of support for discovering new emojis;
and 4) there is a lack of support for finding the right emojis. In summary, the current state of
searching for and inputting emojis for BLV users is inaccessible, tedious, and exclusionary.
In order to improve the emoji entry experience for BLV users, I designed and implemented Voicemoji, a voice emoji entry system that supports: 1) voice-based semantic-level emoji search, initiated
by speaking the phrase “emoji search” + description + “emoji” (for example, “emoji search i am
hungry emoji”) 2) direct emoji entry with keywords, initiated by speaking the phrase “insert” +
description + “emoji” (for example, “insert tornado emoji”) 3) context-sensitive emoji suggestions,
and 4) manipulation of emojis with voice commands, such as changing the emoji color or skin tone.
Specifically, Voicemoji detects a set of keywords to trigger the emoji input function, and utilizes the
results from the Google search engine to find the most relevant emojis. Powered by deep learning,
it also suggests emojis based on the spoken content. With Voicemoji, the user can use ambiguous
descriptions, such as, “ocean animal emoji,” to get a group of emojis including squid
, octopus
, and tropical fish
. Following a similar approach, exploration and learning of new emojis
is also possible, which is exceptionally difficult with current emoji input methods. An interaction
case of Voicemoji is shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: The flow of using Voicemoji. Voicemoji is a web application that allows the user to speak text
and emojis. It also provides context-sensitive emoji suggestions based on the spoken content

Additionally, Voicemoji, at present, supports a rich emoji set accessible through two of the three
most spoken languages in the world,1 Chinese and English. This feature enhances the generalizability of the solution in two respects: (1) language independence (i.e., the method can apply to
multiple languages); (2) emoji independence (i.e., the method can output all emojis in the current
emoji set). I also open-sourced the implementation to support the research community and provide
a platform for contributions from like-minded researchers and developers.
To understand the performance of Voicemoji and how it affected the emoji entry experience for
BLV users, I conducted a remote controlled study with 12 BLV users from the US and China.
In the study the participants were instructed to input emojis using either the iOS keyboard or
Voicemoji. They also evaluated the emoji suggestion feature by speaking phrases via Voicemoji
and selecting the suggested emojis that they thought were relevant. The results showed that
1 https://www.babbel.com/en/magazine/the-10-most-spoken-languages-in-the-world
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Voicemoji significantly reduced entry time by 91.2% compared to the Apple iOS keyboard and was
preferred by all participants. Participants also found the suggested emojis were mostly relevant.
Their feedback implied that Voicemoji allowed them to conveniently enter emojis, provided support
for exploring and learning new emojis and enriched their online communication experience.
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Chapter 6

Proposed Work
My previous work mainly focused on developing intelligent text input systems on mobile devices. In
my proposed work, I would like to expand the using scenario to the everyday ubiquitous computing
environment, where an input interaction is not limited on a single device’s input space and can
support cross-device input tasks (ubiquitous), is flexible to perform in mobile settings (flexibility),
and can be employed on various surfaces (generalizability). Specifically, I propose TypeAnywhere, a
QWERTY-based text entry interaction on any surface; TypeAnywhere One, a one-handed extension
of TypeAnywhere; and AnchorKeyboard, a non-visual keyboard for large touch screens.

6.1

TypeAnywhere:
A Ubiquitous QWERTY Text Entry Solution

Computing now has entered an ubiquitous era [104]: from IoT devices to AR/VR, computers are
becoming every part of our life. As a fundamental interaction to communicate with the devices,
there is yet no unified text entry solution that is low-friction and always available. Existing text
entry solutions either are not mobile enough (e.g. the hardware keyboard), or requires the user to
learn extra typing skills (e.g. [59, 64, 90, 117]), or are relatively low-throughput (e.g. watch-based
methods [21, 42]). While speech based input is an alternative option, it might be not socially
acceptable for certain situations.
QWERTY-based touch typing on physical keyboards remain the most common text input skill of
computer users [28] as it utilizes multiple hands and fingers. Although the layout is not invented for
optimal speed performance [26], the fact that people are so familiar with the layout has motivated
a series of text entry research to build upon QWERTY [45,99,114,118]. I thus want to leverage and
resemble the physical keyboard typing experience in this project yet without the mechanical keys:
what if we can type on any surface on an imaginary QWERTY just like on a physical keyboard?
I have already started to exploring the answer of the question by developing TypeAnywhere, a
QWERTY-based text entry solution for everyday use. The concept illustration is shown in Figure
6.1. TypeAnywhere uses wearable sensors on two hands that detect the finger tap actions, a decoder
that converts the touch sequence into text, and a corresponding interface for text editing. The
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hardware is the commercial Tap Strap 1 that uses accelerometers for tap detection. The detected
finger tap sequence is fed to a neural decoder modified from the BERT model [27], which then display
the output text on the typing interface. Inspired by the work of “Type, Then Correct” [126], I also
designed a text correction interaction for TypeAnywhere without the need of cursor navigation.

Figure 6.1: TypeAnywhere core concepts. (a) Users wear devices on their fingers that detect the finger
taps. (b) With TypeAnywhere, the user can type on any surface such as the tabletop or their lap. (c) Users
type with their own QWERTY key-to-finger mappings, resembling a physical keyboard typing experience

Typing interaction The hardware interface is two wearable devices called Tap Strap, which has five
connected rings that can be worn on each finger (Figure 6.2). Each ring contains an accelerometer
that detects when the finger performs a tap action, which is reported to have an over 98% detection
accuracy. According to my knowledge, Tap Strap is the most accessible yet accurate device for
finger tap detection on the market. Because of its small form factor, the user could wear the device
comfortably enough.

Figure 6.2: (a) The Tap Strap device (b) Wearing two devices in TypeAnywhere

For the typing interaction, TypeAnywhere resembles the exact typing interaction on a physical
keyboard: the user performs finger taps based on her own finger-to-key mapping, and the most
possible character would be output on the user interface. The user could perform finger taps on
hard surfaces such as tabletops and walls, or soft surfaces such as laps. The tap of the two thumbs
1 https://www.tapwithus.com/
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are mapped to the space key, as most people use thumb for space-key pressing [34]. Essential text
editing functions are also mapped to certain multi-finger chords show in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: The tap chords for text editing functions of TypeAnywhere. For selection gestures, the user
can either tap the thumb and index fingers on a surface, or perform a pinch gesture.

Training the language decoder The neural language model used for decoding the tap input is based
on the BERT model [27]. Specifically, I added a linear classification layer on top of the BERT-base
model to generate the character for each finger tap. The implementation is based on the opensourced transformers library [110]. The model employed the bidirectional transformer structure [93],
and was pretrained with masked language model and next sentence prediction tasks on 3.3 billion
words [27]. Given the finger sequence, the model decodes it to text in real time. I trained multiple
models with different finger-to-key mappings so that the users did not need to change their typing
habit on the physical keyboard.
User study for evaluation To evaluate the performance of TypeAnywhere in real settings, I conducted
a longitudinal user study. Although TypeAnywhere used the QWERTY typing interaction, I anticipated that it still took time for the user to get used to the device and the feeling of typing without
a keyboard. I recruited 5 participants (age 23 - 28, all male) for the study via word-of-mouth and
online forums, and required that the participants were able to perform QWERTY typing without
looking at the keyboard, and were consistent with their finger-to-key mappings (e.g. always use the
same finger to type a letter). Due to the COVID-19 situation, it was extremely difficult to recruit
eligible participants, I thus also included one participant (I refer him as P1) who was not consistent
with his finger-to-key mapping, but was able to commit his time for the study. P1 could type on a
physical keyboard without looking at it, but he used multiple fingers to press certain letters such
as ”uio” for different words. Therefore we can regard P1 as a novice learner for TypeAnywhere, as
he needed to learn a fixed key-to-finger mapping for the study.
The study was a 5-day longitudinal study. On each day, the participants first started to practice
typing with the device on the web application. The phrase sets for practice and test were from the
Mackenzie phrase set [66] and the Enron email phrase set [98]. I shuffled and devided them so that
the phrases were different for practice and test, and also different for each day’s evaluation. After
30 minutes’ practice, they started the evaluation by typing 20 phrases different from the training set
as fast and accurately as possible. their typing behavior was logged with the T-seq model [127]. On
day 1, the participants performed the typing evaluation on their physical keyboards as a baseline.
On day 5, they also performed a tapping-on-laps evaluation with TypeAnywhere. The evaluation
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for the physical keyboard session contained 30 phrases, while the evaluation for the on-lap session
contained 20 phrases which was the same as the tabletop condition.
Evaluation results Participants’ average typing speed is shown in Table 6.1. The pick-up speed on
day 1 is 33.33 WPM, implying that participants learnt the interactions without too much effort.
The speed is increasing each day and the trend is still growing. Compared to the keyboard condition
(70.36 WPM), participants reached 59.67 WPM with TypeAnywhere on the last day. The 15.2%
(10.69 WPM) difference between the tabletop and keyboard conditions is smaller than the previously reported difference [34], which means that the users were able to type with TypeAnywhere
fast as closely as their keyboard typing.
I also collected the feedback from participants during the debriefing session. The most mentioned
benefit of TypeAnywhere was that the user no longer need to move the finger when typing: ”I can
just tap the finger without caring about whether the position was right or not” (P3). The other
benefit was that the user could perform typing on any surface similar to typing on a keyboard,
without the need to ”learn a new coding system” (P2).
Table 6.1: The average performance on each day of all participants with TypeAnywhere. Keyboard and
on-lap conditions are also listed. The values in parentheses are the standard deviation.
Speed (WPM)
Character
Error Rate (%)

6.2

Day 1
33.33 (12.25)

Day 2
38.79 (11.72)

Day 3
45.49 (12.81)

Day 4
56.07 (14.33)

Day 5
59.67 (16.64)

Keyboard
70.36 (21.69)

On-lap
40.01 (12.88)

1.43 (10.14)

1.40 (2.91)

0.33 (1.39)

0.90 (2.57)

1.03 (2.79)

2.84 (5.10)

1.22 (3.79)

TypeAnywhere One:
One-handed TypeAnywhere

While typing with two hands on any surfaces has already lowered the bar of text entry in ubiquitous
environments, there are situations where using two hands is not convenient or possible, such as
situational impairments where one hand is occupied with another task, or for a person with motor
impairments. To further complete the “ubiquitous text input” picture, I propose TypeAnywhere
One, the one-handed version of TypeAnywhere.
Interaction design As the QWERTY layout is designed for two hand usage, I need to redesign the
finger-to-key mapping for TypeAnywhere One. However, similar to the design choice of TypeAnywhere, I do now want to fix the mapping or invent a new mapping scheme, as that will take a long
time for the users to learn. The user should still somehow be able to reuse their typing mapping
on physical keyboards in one-handed typing. As a result, I decided to use the “mirrored” version
of the QWERTY layout when it comes to the other hand. Specifically, when the users are entering
the keys on the same side of their hand, they just follow the same key-to-finger mappings on the
physical keyboard; when they enter keys which are normally entered by the other hand, they will
use the same finger, but the different hand. For example, if one types the letter “A” with the little
finger on the left hand, then one will type the same character with the right little finger when using
TypeAnywhere One with the right hand. According to Grudin [47], the second common substitution
error category for physical keyboard typing is homologous error, meaning that the letter typed by
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the same finger in the same position but with the wrong hand, which accounted for 10% of the
overall errors in the data. As a result, it might be more natural and intuitive for the users to type
“mirrored” letters with the same finger.
Other than the finger-to-key mapping, I also need to design a set of gestures for selection. Because
the interaction only uses five fingers, a finger sequence can be mapped to many word candidates.
Hence it is essential to design selection interactions that can effectively lower the uncertainty of
options.
Model design I will reuse the main neural network structure from TypeAnywhere. However, based
on the results from my preliminary simulation, directly applying the model to one hand’s finger
sequence decreased the accuracy by around 8% and seldom provided the expected words in real
settings. There are two ways to address the problem: 1) by fine-tuning the model with detailed
structures and more data; 2) by designing disambiguation gestures to incorporate easy humanin-the-loop to select the word collaboratively. I will explore both directions and evaluate their
performance.
User study The evaluation user study will be similar to that of TypeAnywhere, where the user
will perform one handed typing on a hard surface and a soft one (possibly laps). For the hard
surface condition, they will perform typing tasks twice with left and right hands. Ideally it will be
a longitudinal study where I can further evaluate the learning effect.

6.3

AnchorKeyboard:
Non-visual Keyboard for Large Touch Screens

Ten-finger text entry on large touch screens has been extensively studied, including the motor patterns [34], layout personalization [33] and novel decoding algorithms [82]. However, existing touch
screen keyboards all require certain degree of visual attention, such as word candidate selection,
during the interaction. For blind and visually impaired (BVI) users, they could not benefit from
those keyboards. Currently, they use either on-screen keyboards with screen readers, or braille
keyboards for typing on large touch screens, which is similar to their text entry interactions on
mobile devices. Other solutions, such as using a hardware keyboard or overlay [54], reduce the
flexibility and mobility because one has to carry the device around and the interaction position
is fixed; yet voice input is sometimes not socially appropriate, and suffers from privacy concerns.
In sum, the advantage of the large input space is not fully utilized. On the other hand, more
commercial devices are offering only large touch screens as their input, such as the Surface Neo 2 ,
ThinkPad X1 Fold 3 , and most commonly, public kiosks. When using those devices, sighted people
might also shift their visual attentions on other tasks while typing. Hence an accurate, robust yet
easy-to-use non visual keyboard is needed for large touch screens.
The AnchorKeyboard is thus to address the issue by enabling non-visual QWERTY style text entry
on large touchscreen. The core idea is to identify the typing finger using the touch information
relative to other fingers: the user rests all fingers on the screen: when typing a letter, only the
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface

N eo
3 https://www.lenovo.com/us/en/thinkpad-x1-fold
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corresponding finger leaves and taps. In this way, other fingers can serve as anchors to identify
the typing finger. The exact key can be inferred through the landing point of the finger touch,
and can be adapted through time by applying machine learning algorithms. There is thus no fixed
keyboard zone where the user has to visually pay attention to, and the user can just use their own
finger-to-key mappings same as the physical keyboard, leveraging existing typing skills.
Keyboard design With anchors, the typing finger can be easily identified. However, we still need
to decide which key the user is pressing. To solve the issue, I first applied linear regressions on
the anchor points to determine the mid-row lines. Then based on the touch distance to the lines,
the keyboard can determine the row of the key with empirically defined thresholds. As the typing
proceeds, the keyboard can collect more touch points of each key, as shown in Figure 6.4. I then
use those points to establish a personalized Bayesian spatial model to determine the probability of
each key when a tap happens; the model keeps updating as it collects more data. The preliminary
evaluation on my own data showed 96% accuracy with the proposed algorithm. I plan to evaluate
the algorithm on more participants.

Figure 6.4: Illustration of the process of assigning a touch point to a key. AnchorKeyboard requires the
user to first put all four fingers of a hand on the touch screen, and finds the homerow using linear regression
with touched points. When a finger types, it determines the row of the touched point (blue dot in the figure)
by its distance to the home row. When enough touch data is collected for a key, it will then build a Bayesian
spatial model and assign the probability of each touch point using the model

Besides only inputting English alphabet letters, the keyboard should also be able to enter numbers
and special characters as a complete text input system. I added mode switch gestures for switching
between letter/punctuation/number modes, and designed simple swipe gestures for switching between upper/lower case of the letters. In the future, I plan to implement handwriting recognition
systems for punctuation input, as it was proved effective for certain characters [32].
Keyboard evaluation I will first perform an offline evaluation task, where I collect typing data from
the users and simulate the decoding algorithms on it. I will then improve the algorithm and perform
the evaluation on two groups of people: the sighted users and BLV users. The procedure would
be similar: transcribing text according to a presented string. However, I will also include special
punctuation and numbers in the test phrase set to examine the gestural design. The experiment
will also compare AnchorKeyboard with other touch-screen keyboards, such as a visible on-screen
keyboard for sighted users, and a keyboard with screen readers for BLV users.
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Conclusions
Utilizing advanced AI algorithms, the text input interactions can be made natural and effortless
to help users with the communication with machines beyond the traditional desktop situations.
This dissertation will demonstrate intelligent text input systems in a full spectrum, including the
entering and editing process of text, and the entering process of emojis. Furthermore, the proposed
work focuses on providing text entry solutions for the ubiquitous computing environment, which
might become prevalent in the near future. In short, the dissertation contributes to the field of
HCI by demonstrating the thesis:
Artificial intelligence can enable and improve advanced text input interactions, including
the entering and editing of text1 , and the entering of emojis2 ; intelligent text interactions,
in turn, warrant new text entry metrics for their evaluation3 .

7.1

Contributions

The specific contribution of this dissertation include (proposed future contributions in italics):

7.1.1

Theoretical Contributions

• The transcription sequences (T-seq) model for unconstrained text evaluations. By comparing
adjacent strings within a transcription sequence, we can compute all prior text entry metrics,
reduce artificial constraints on text entry evaluations, and introduce new metrics [127] (section
3.1).
• The text entry throughput, a metric that unifies the speed and accuracy. Text entry throughput
is derived from the information theory [80], and it is not sensitive to the speed-accuracy tradeoff [130]. The script of computing text entry throughput is open-sourced 4 (section 3.2).
1 Demonstrated

in Chapter4, 6
in Chapter5
3 Demonstrated in Chapter3
4 https://github.com/DrustZ/Throughput
2 Demonstrated
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Artifact Contributions

• The TextTest++ web platform for conducting text entry evaluation tasks. TextTest++ provides interface and evaluation metrics based on the T-seq model and the text entry throughput.
The implementation is open-sourced 5 (Chapter 3).
• The design and implementation of a phrase-level input method, PhraseFlow. PhraseFlow
explores various design options through extensive studies to minimize the cognitive load of
the user, and improve the practical usability of the phrase-level input [129] (section 4.1).
• The design and implementation of Gedit, a set of on-keyboard gestures for convenient text
editing on mobile devices. Gedit enables the user to execute cursor moving and text manipulation commands with gestures without leaving the keyboard area, and supports one- and
two-handed modes [128] (section 4.2).
• The concept of Type, Then Correct (TTC) for text correction interaction on touch screens.
Instead of the traditional cursor-based text correction interaction, TTC allows the user to
type the correction and apply it to the error text without moving the cursor [126] (section
4.3.
• The implementation of TTC concept with three novel correction interactions: Drag-n-Drop,
Drag-n-Throw and Magic Key. The later two interactions utilize a neural network model
for identifying error candidates. The implementation of the model is open-sourced 6 (section
4.3).
• JustCorrect, an extension of the TTC concept. Justcorrect further reduces the need of manually specifying the error location during the correction [25] (section 4.3).
• Voicemoji, a speech-based emoji entry interaction. Voicemoji contains several emoji entry
commands and provides semantic emoji suggestions to support new emoji exploration. The
implementation of Voicemoji is open-sourced 7 [125] (section 5.2).
• TypeAnywhere, a text-entry interaction for ubiquitous computing settings. By detecting the
finger taps with wearable devices, TypeAnywhere decodes the tap sequence into text with a
neural network model, enabling users to perform QWERTY-style text entry on any surface
with their own finger-to-key mappings (section 6.1).
• TypeAnywhere One, a one-handed text entry interaction similar to TypeAnywhere. TypeAnywhere One uses mirrored layout for a hand to type the characters on the other side of the
keyboard (section 6.2).
• AnchorKeyboard, a non-visual QWERTY keyboard for large touch screens. AnchorKeyboard
uses the fingers on the screen as anchors to identify the typed finger, and utilizes machine
learning algorithms to determine the typed letters (section 6.3).
5 https://github.com/DrustZ/TextTestPP

6 https://github.com/DrustZ/CorrectionRNN
7 https://github.com/DrustZ/VoiceEmoji
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Empirical Contributions

• The evaluation of human behaviors using phrase-level input keyboard PhraseFlow.
• The series of usability studies on the intelligent text entry interactions including the Type,
Then Correct, Gedit, and Voicemoji.
• In-lab and deployment studies on comparing the effect of lexical and semantic emoji suggestion
mechanisms on online communication [124] (section 5.1).
• Interviews to understand the current emoji entry experience of blind and low vision (BLV)
users on mobile devices [125] (section 5.2).
• Evaluations on the performance, learnability and feasibility of TypeAnywhere and TypeAnywhere One.
• Interviews to understand the ten-finger typing experience of BLV users on physical keyboards
and touch screens. Data collection and analyses of BLV users’ ten finger typing patterns on
large touch screens (section 6.3).

7.2

Schedule

The project schedule is planned in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Proposed schedule in phases. Part of the proposed work was conducted from spring 2020 to
winter 2021
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